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CHRONIC PAIN

Aching Back? Why Surgery Is Not Indicated for
Lower Back Pain
Navigating Nonoperative Treatment Options
BY DAVID HANSCOM, MD

H

ere is a short premise of this
article: Surgery for lower back
pain (LBP) does not work. It is
puzzling that it has become such a common procedure in spite of the lack of
success and good data.
The most common reason to perform a
fusion or insert an artificial disc for LBP is
“degenerative disc disease” after “failure of
conservative care.” There are some basic
problems with this philosophy. First, there
is not a defined standard of conservative
care to “fail.” Secondly, degenerative disc
disease is not a disease. It is simply part of
the aging process.

he does not have back pain.
A disc can cause episodic LBP before
Prior to the advent of MRI scans in the it ruptures. I have also observed and
TUIFPOMZUFTUTUIBUXFSFBWBJMBCMFUP experienced that sequence. It is also
surmise disc degeneration were X-rays and documented in the medical literature. But
CT scans. MRI scans greatly increased this discs do not cause unrelenting LBP that
diagnosis in that the basis for MRI scans is lasts for months and years.
the hydrogen ion being altered by a strong
magnetic field. Now we are able to see the SURGERY IS EFFECTIVE FOR
slightest amount of decreased water content STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS
of a given disc and it is now called “degen- There are three different potential sources
erative disc disease.”
of pain:
There are many things that we do
not know about the source of LBP but r 4USVDUVSBM
the one fact we do know is that there is r 4PGUUJTTVFTTVQQPSUJOHUIFTQJOF
little correlation of a degenerated disc r .JOECPEZTZOESPNF .#4 
FAILURE OF CONSERVATIVE CARE
with back pain. It has been shown with
I am defining a structural problem
A rough overview of nonoperative care research studies of cervical, thoracic, and as an identifiable lesion with matching
might look like this:
lumbar spine that asymptomatic patients symptoms. An example would be a rupusually have disc degeneration, bulges, tured L4-5 disc with pain in the L5 distrir 1FSTJTUFOU MPX CBDL QBJO GPS NPSF UIBO herniations, etc. By the time a person bution down the side of the leg. When the
three to six months.
SFBDIFT  ZFBST PME JU BQQSPBDIFT PWFS pressure is removed from the nerve the
r 4JYUPQIZTJDBMUIFSBQZWJTJUT
QFSDFOU
chance of alleviating the leg pain is well
r 0OFUPUISFFDPSUJTPOFJOKFDUJPOT
I routinely see patients who have PWFSQFSDFOU*GUIFSFJTBO-EJTD
r &WBMVBUJPOXJUIBQBJOQTZDIPMPHJTU
severe sciatica from a bone spur or her- bulge or rupture without the matching
o An elevated stress profile is a better niated disc. Their MRI scans are always pain pattern it is not a structural problem
predictor of surgical outcome than the abnormal. Yet most of them do not have and surgery is not helpful.
actual anatomy.
back pain. I have undergone two back
Most LBP is nonstructural. Back pain
o This is usually not done in the surgical TVSHFSJFT BU -4 XJUI POF PG UIFN is nonspecific and as disc degeneration is
decision-making process.
being for a post-operative infection. The normal as you age there is no chance of a
discs in my back are completely gone. I match. This is the situation where spine
If a patient still has pain then a spine do not have LBP.
surgery has earned its poor reputation.
fusion is considered. However this approach  .Z ZFBSPME TPO JT B XPSMEDMBTT A fusion is being used as a structural
assumes that the disc must be the source of mogul skier. He blew a disc in his back. solution for a nonspecific pain, which is
the pain. That is a problem.
His MRI scan showed that every disc in probably originating from the supporting
his back was completely collapsed. Yet soft tissues around the spine.
DISCS NORMALLY DEGENERATE
WITH AGE
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Then there is the mind-body syndrome described by Dr. Schubiner in
UIJTKPVSOBM8FIBWFCFFOJOBEWFSUFOUMZ
VTJOH B NJOECPEZ NPEFM GPS BCPVU 
years. Dr. Shubiner was the keynote
TQFBLFS JO .BSDI PG  BU B TFNJOBS 
i" $PVSTF JO $PNQBTTJPO&NQBUIZ JO
the Presence of Chronic Pain.” He taught
us that what we were treating was mindbody syndrome.
The brain can be and is frequently
the origin of pain. You do not need a
physical source to experience pain. Your
brain is connected to every cell in your
body. It does not need much of an excuse
to create any set of symptoms it wants.
My treatment protocol has evolved and
I have now watched dozens of patients
go to a pain-free existence. Some require
surgery for the structural part of their
QBJO CVU NPTU BSF KVTU GPMMPXJOH .#4
treatment principles.
 " NBKPS QSPCMFN JO TQJOF TVSHFSZ
is that we have “medicalized” a neurological diagnosis. If you think surgery is
ineffective for soft tissue pain think how
even less effective it would be for mindbody syndrome.
THE RESULTS OF SURGERY FOR LBP

Surgery for LBP is based on minimal
EBUB0OFPGUIFCJHHFTUTUVEJFTQVCMJTIFE
JOCBTFTUIFEFDJTJPOGPSTVSHFSZPO
“arthritis on X-ray” and a “spring test.”
5IFTQSJOHUFTUJTXIFSFUIFTVSHFPOKVTU
pushed on the spine with the patient lying
on his or her stomach. Surgeons are generally not skilled in manual therapy and
would have a difficult time accurately
identifying the exact level. Although the
level of surgery is always carefully identified by X-ray during the procedures the
spring test to decide the level of surgery
was not done under X-ray guidance.
There was a slight improvement in pain
vs. the nonoperative group. However, the
nonoperative group had essentially no
care and one would not expect improvement. Knowing the progressive nature
of chronic pain I am surprised that there
was any improvement at all.
The final improvement in pain in the
surgical group at two-year follow up
XBT BCPVU  QFSDFOU5IF JNQSPWFNFOU
JO GVODUJPO XBT  QFSDFOU %FQSFTTJPO

EFDSFBTFE BCPVU  QFSDFOU *U JT NZ
guess that very few of you would underHPBNBKPSTQJOFGVTJPOPSBSUJGJDJBMEJTD
for that outcome. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to discuss the downside of
a fusion, which includes breakdown of
UIF TQJOF BOE BMNPTU B  QFSDFOU SF
operation rate.

tion to be maximized.
r )BWF TQFDJGJD HPBMT JO QMBDF GSPN UIF
very beginning of treatment.
 m/PUKVTUi*XBOUUPHFUSJEPGNZQBJOu
or “I want my life back.”
r )BWFBDMFBSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFNJOE
body syndrome.
r &EVDBUJPOmNVTUCFDPNFWFSZFEVDBUFE
on the issues regarding chronic pain,
AN UPDATED DEFINITION OF
rehabilitation, and outcomes of surgery.
CONSERVATIVE CARE
–The final decision regarding surgery
I have put together a step-wise approach
should truly be a shared process with your
to managing chronic pain called the
surgeon and primary care physician.
%0$$ QSPKFDU *U TUBOET GPS i%FGJOFE
–Failed spine surgery has a particularly
0SHBOJ[FE $PNQSFIFOTJWF $BSFu *U JT
high downside risk. I call it the “catastronot a formula. It is a framework to orgaphe index” and it is not that uncommon.
nize the thinking of all parties involved.
0ODFBQBUJFOUVOEFSTUBOETUIFWBSJBCMFT
The tragedy of unnecessary surgery
that affect the perception of pain they can has many faces. The first being that
take the responsibility for their own care. chronic pain is incredibly treatable. It
You cannot stop them from coming out of has become the most rewarding and
the hole. The key is engagement and it is FOKPZBCMF QBSU PG NZ QSBDUJDF 4VSHFSZ
then usually a matter of time.
not only keeps a patient in the whirlpool
Based on the principles I have learned PG DISPOJD QBJO JU VTVBMMZ DSFBUFT NBKPS
UISPVHIUIF%0$$QSPKFDU *XPVMEQSP- structural alterations of an otherwise
pose the following definition of “failure normal spine. Trying to salvage these
of conservative care.”
spines is a significant part of my practice.
“Failure of conservative care” is Trying to prevent unnecessary surgery
defined as ongoing pain after successfully from occurring in the first place is the
treating the central nervous system and NBKPSGPDVTPGUIFSFTUPGNZDBSFFS
the soft tissue components of the situation. In the case of an identifiable struc- REFERENCES
tural lesion, surgery would be a reasonable 'SJU[FMM1 )BHH0 +POTTPO% FUBM$PTU
option. Surgery is not ever indicated in the
effectiveness of lumbar fusion and nonsurabsence of a structural lesion.
gical treatment for chronic low back pain in
I am going to outline what I feel is my
the Swedish Lumbar Spine Study: a mulpersonal standard of nonoperative care
ticenter, randomized, controlled trial from
prior to consideration for surgery:
the Swedish Lumbar Spine Study Group.
Spine   
r &YQFSJFODJOHGVMMSFTUGVMOJHIUTTMFFQGPS
three months.
David A. Hanscom, MD, is
r &GGFDUJWFTUSFTTNBOBHFNFOUUPPMTTIPVME
an orthopedic spine surgeon.
be in place and functional.
His focus is on the surgical
r 1IZTJDBM UIFSBQZ TIPVME CF DPNCJOFE
treatment of complex spinal
with an aggressive self-directed condideformities such as scoliosis
tioning program for at least six months.
BOE LZQIPTJT 0UIFS DPOEJo If there is a structural problem, the soft tions he treats include degenerative distissue component should still be maxi- orders, fractures, tumors, and infections
mally treated.
of all areas of the spine. He has expertise
r 4PNF TUSVDUVSBM MFTJPOT BSF DPNQFMMJOH with those who have had multiple failed
enough to require surgery first.
surgeries. Dr. Hanscom is publishing
r .FEJDBUJPOTTIPVMECFVTFEUPFGGFDUJWFMZ a book “Back in Control – A Spine
treat the symptoms of insomnia, pain, 4VSHFPOT 3PBENBQ 0VU PG $ISPOJD
and sometimes anxiety. They should be Pain.” Web: www.back-in-control.com |
used on a short-term basis to allow func- Contact: dnhanscom@hotmail.com

